Planning a Better Garden – Script

A 5 minute presentation, on Thursday, Oct 20, convincing your audience that your SRE garden plan for next year is the best:

1- Brainstorm

2- Three great ideas you definitely want to include
   
   o

   o

   o

3- Images you want to project onto the screen while you’re presenting

4- Two best reasons the audience should vote for your plan
   
   o

   o

5- On the reverse side of this paper, write a rough draft of your opening, the main part of your presentation, and wrap-up. Take turns going into the greenhouse to see what it sounds like, then write up your final script.

6- Be sure to share your script with MsLevy, either stapled to this paper, emailed to llevy@belchertownps.org, or shared from GoogleDocs.

7- Tomorrow, we present!
rough draft

________ min long: opening

________min long: main part of the presentation

________min long: wrap-up

Final draft ... stapled to this paper, emailed to llevy@belchertownps.org, or shared from GoogleDocs